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Control of plasma density and temperature magni-
tudes, as well as their profiles, are among the most fun-
damental problems in fusion reactors. Existing efforts on
model-based control use control techniques for linear
models. In this work, a zero-dimensional nonlinear model
involving approximate conservation equations for the en-
ergy and the densities of the species was used to synthe-
size a nonlinear feedback controller for stabilizing the
burn condition of a fusion reactor. The subignition case,
where the modulation of auxiliary power and fueling
rate are considered as control forces, and the ignition
case, where the controlled injection of impurities is con-
sidered as an additional actuator, are treated separately.

The model addresses the issue of the lag due to the
finite time for the fresh fuel to diffuse into the plasma
center. In this way we make our control system indepen-
dent of the fueling system and the reactor can be fed
either by pellet injection or by puffing. This imposed lag
is treated using nonlinear backstepping.

The nonlinear controller proposed guarantees a
much larger region of attraction than the previous lin-
ear controllers. In addition, it is capable of rejecting
perturbations in initial conditions leading to both ther-
mal excursion and quenching, and its effectiveness does
not depend on whether the operating point is an igni-
tion or a subignition point.

The controller designed ensures setpoint regulation
for the energy and plasma parameterb with robustness
against uncertainties in the confinement times for differ-
ent species. Hence, the controller can increase or de-
creaseb, modify the power, the temperature or the density,
and go from a subignition to an ignition point and vice
versa.

KEYWORDS: burn control, nonlinear control method, fu-
sion reactor

I. INTRODUCTION

I.A. Motivation

In order to be commercially competitive, a fusion
reactor needs to run long periods of time in a stable
burning plasma mode at working points which are char-
acterized by a highQ, whereQ is the ratio of fusion
power to auxiliary power. Although operating points with
these characteristics that are inherently stable exist for
most confinement scalings, they are found in a region of
high temperature and low density. Unfortunately, eco-
nomical and technological constraints make these oper-
ating points unattractive and require the fusion reactor to
operate in a zone of low temperature and high density

where the thermonuclear reaction is inherently thermally
unstable. Figure 1a shows that for low temperatures the
rate of thermonuclear reaction for a D-T mixture in-
creases as the plasma temperature rises. In this thermally
unstable zone, a small increase of temperature leads to
an increase of power which results in thermal excursion.
Although the excursion reaches a stable uneconomical
working point at a higher temperature, the plasma can be
led to beta or density limit disruptions before reaching
this point. On the other hand, a small decrease of tem-
perature leads to a decrease of power and quenching.
Even during a quenching, a disruptive instability can be
reached, causing wall damage.

Some experimental conditions can be arranged in
such a way that certain amount of passive stabilization
of the thermonuclear reaction can be obtained. Neverthe-
less, this approach is often insufficient and even authors*E-mail: schuster@mae.ucsd.edu
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working on passive control of the burn condition agree
on the necessity of implementing active feedback tech-
niques for the control of the fusion reactor plasma kinet-
ics since this approach has been identified as the most
credible control strategy available.1

The objective of the controller is to keep the plasma
at a desired equilibrium or operating point. The control-
ler must be able to reject perturbations in initial condi-
tions, forcing the plasma back to the equilibrium.
Figures 1b, 1c, and 1d show the thermokinetically un-
stable nature of the equilibrium point when no control
is present and the system is slightly perturbed. The sys-
tem leaves the desired equilibrium point~unstable! and
settles on a higher temperature equilibrium point~sta-

ble!. It can be noted how the system is driven from a
low-temperature and high-density unstable zone to a
high-temperature and low-density stable zone. How-
ever, the new equilibrium reached is uneconomical and
must be avoided. On the other hand, it is very impor-
tant to note that theTroyonb limit stated in Table I is
violated in this thermal excursion.

I.B. Prior Work

The common denominator of existing works is the
approximation of the nonlinear model of the fusion re-
actor by a linearized one for the purpose of control de-
sign.2 The nonlinear model is linearized, the controller is

     
    

     

Fig. 1. Without control, the desired equilibrium is unstable. The result is thermal excursion. MHD stability requirements are
violated in this excursion.
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synthesized using linear control techniques, and the per-
formance of the resulting linear controller is tested through
simulations that use the original nonlinear model. On the
other hand, these linear controllers seldom use all the
available actuators and typically only one among the ac-
tuation concepts~single-input control! is employed in
existing works. When tested through nonlinear simula-
tions, these linear controllers succeed in stabilizing the
system only against a limited set of perturbations in the
initial conditions. To expand operability, we are seeking
a systematic procedure for synthesis of burn controllers
that are able to stabilize the system against large pertur-
bations in the initial conditions, can work for suppress-
ing thermal excursions as well as for preventing quenches,
can operate both at subignition and ignition points, are
robust against uncertainties in parameters of the model
such as the confinement times of the species, can drive
the system from an operating point to another and can
change the fusion power during the reactor operation.
Such controllers should be based on the full nonlinear
model and should make use simultaneously of all the
potential actuators. Only those works that use non-
model based control techniques like neural networks3,4

have followed these guidelines. In this work we present
a stabilizing controller for the burn condition in fusion
reactors synthesized using model-based nonlinear con-
trol techniques that avoid the linearization of the model.
The avoidance of the linearization allows us to achieve
much higher levels of performance and robustness.

Over the years, the physical and technological fea-
sibility of different methods for controlling the burn con-
dition have been studied.5–7 In these studies, mainly three
different types of actuation have been considered: mod-
ulation of auxiliary power, modulation of fueling rate,
and controlled injection of impurities.

The controllers based on the modulation of the aux-
iliary power8–10 require operation at subignition points
where the auxiliary power is nonzero. As the plasma
heats up due to a positive perturbation in the initial tem-
perature, the auxiliary power is reduced by the control-
ler. Since the maximum reduction is complete shutoff of
the auxiliary power, there is a limited range of thermal
excursions where the control system is effective. The
control of negative perturbations in the initial tempera-
ture is less demanding and it depends only on the avail-
ability of adequate heating capability.

The controllers based on the modulation of the fuel-
ing rate11–15allow operation at ignition points where the
auxiliary power is zero. However, although they can deal
quite well with perturbations in initial conditions lead-
ing to thermal excursions, they are not very effective for
perturbations in initial conditions leading to quenching.

Controlled introduction of impurities is useful to en-
hance the radiation losses in the plasma and in this way
prevent thermal excursions. For large positive perturba-
tions in the initial temperature this method requires the
introduction of a large amount of impurities. Therefore,
after controlling the thermal excursion, additional amount
of auxiliary power, with the consequentQ reduction,
must be provided in order to compensate the radiation
losses due to the impurities until they are completely
removed from the reactor.

Prior work that combine actuation concepts are
Refs. 16, 17, and 18 in 0-D and Refs 19, 20, and 21 in
1-D models.

I.C. Results of the Paper

In this work we consider the use of auxiliary power
and fueling rate modulations for stabilizing the burn con-
dition of a fusion reactor working at a subignited point
against a limited range of perturbations in the initial con-
ditions. However, when we want to work at an ignited
point or we want to have the capability of rejecting a
larger set of perturbations in the initial conditions, we
consider the controlled injection of impurities as an ad-
ditional actuator.

For burn control purposes there are two principal
types of fueling systems: pellet injection and gas puff-
ing. Pellet injection is a better actuator in the sense that
its neutral fuel transportation time is shorter. However, it
is also technically more complex. This technical aspect
of the burn control problem forces us to introduce in our
model the effect of the lag due to the diffusion of the
fresh fuel into the plasma. A nonlinear backstepping tech-
nique is used to handle the lag imposed by the actuator
without any kind of further approximation of the model.
In this way we make our control system independent of
the fueling system and the reactor can be fed either by
pellet injection or by gas puffing.

The synthesis of the controller based on the full
nonlinear model allows us to deal with a larger set of

TABLE I

ITER Machine Parameters*

I Plasma current 22.0 MA
R Major radius 6.0 m
a Minor radius 2.15 m
B Magnetic field 4.85 T
kx Elongation atx 2.2
ka Alpha particle confinement

constant
7

kDT DT particle confinement
constant

3

bmax Beta limit 2.5I0aB5 5.3%
V Plasma volume 1100 m3

*See Ref. 29. Although newer ITER configurations are avail-
able, this configuration is used only for a simulation purpose
to allow the comparison of the nonlinear controller with pre-
vious linear controllers. The nonlinear controller synthesis
does not depend on the ITER configuration.
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perturbations in initial conditions. The controller can deal
simultaneously with perturbations in initial conditions
leading to both thermal excursion and quenching, and its
effectiveness does not depend on whether the equilib-
rium operating point is an ignition or a subignition point.
Since the nonlinear controller depends parametrically on
the equilibrium point, it can drive the system from one
equilibrium point to another allowing in this way the
change of power, other plasma parameters, likeb for
example, and ignition conditions. Simulation results show
good robustness properties against uncertainties in the
confinement times. The controller designed ensures set-
point regulation for the energy and plasma parameterb
with robustness against uncertainties in the confinement
times for different species.

I.D. Organization

In Sec. II we focus on the subignition operation.
The model and control objectives are stated and the
control laws for the auxiliary power and fueling rate are
synthesized for the stabilization of the deviation state
variables. The section ends with a presentation of the
simulation results. In Sec. III we focus on the ignition
operation. In this case we allow the presence of impu-
rities in the fusion reactor. The modifications of the
model and the control laws for the auxiliary power and
fueling rate are presented together with the synthesis of
the control law for the impurity injection. The section is
also closed with a computer simulation study and a
comparison with previous linear controllers. Finally, the
conclusions and some suggestions about future work
are presented in Sec. IV. Appendix A states the basics
of the Lyapunov stability theory.

II. SUBIGNITION OPERATION

II.A. Model

In this work we use a zero-dimensional model for a
fusion reactor which employs approximate particle and
energy balance equations. This is fundamentally the same
model used by Hui, Fischbach, Bamieh, and Miley.14

The alpha-particle balance is given by

dna

dt
5 2

na

ta

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv& , ~1!

wherena and nDT are the alpha and deuterium-tritium
~DT! densities, respectively, andta is the confinement
time for the alpha particles. This approximate model im-
plies that the 3.52 MeV alpha particles slow down in-
stantaneously, depositing their energy in the flux surface
where they are born, which is a reasonable approxima-
tion for reactor-size tokamaks. A first order lag is intro-
duced to take into account the diffusion time for neutral

fuel atoms to transport into the tokamak core. This lag
runs from the start of the fuel injection to the change in
deuterium-tritium~DT! ion particle density. The set of
equations governing the neutral fuel atom balance and
the deuterium-tritium~DT! ionized fuel particle balance
is given by

dnDT

dt
5 2

nDT

tDT

2 2SnDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
nn

td

~2!

dnn

dt
5 2

nn

td

1 S , ~3!

wherenn is the neutral fuel density, defined as the num-
ber of neutral fuel atoms divided by the core volume,S
~input! is the refueling rate~50:50 D-T!, defined as the
number of neutral fuel atoms injected per unit time di-
vided by the core volume,tDT is the confinement time
for the ionized fuel particles, andtd is the controller lag
time. The energy balance is given by

dE

dt
5 2

E

tE

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 Prad 1 Paux

1 Pohmic , ~4!

whereE is the plasma energy,tE is the energy confine-
ment time,Qa 5 3.52 MeV is the energy of the alpha
particles,Paux ~input! is the auxiliary power, the radia-
tion lossPrad is given by

Prad 5 Pbrem5 Ab Zeff ne
2!T , ~5!

whereAb 5 4.85310237 Wm30!keV is the bremsstrah-
lung radiation coefficient, and the ohmic powerPohmic is
written as

Pohmic5 h j 2 , ~6!

where h is the Spitzer resistivity andj is the plasma
current density. The DT reactivitŷsv&, shown in Fig. 1a,
is a highly nonlinear, positive, and bounded function of
the plasma temperatureT given by

^sv& 5 expS a1

T r
1 a2 1 a3T 1 a4T 2 1 a5T 3 1 a6T 4D ,

~7!

and its parametersai andr are taken from Ref. 22.
No explicit evolution equation is provided for the

electron densityne since we can obtain it from the neu-
trality conditionne 5 nDT 1 2na, whereas the effective
atomic number, the total density and the energy are writ-
ten as
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Zeff 5

(
i

ni Zi
2

ne

5
nDT 1 4na

ne

, ~8!

n 5 na 1 nDT 1 ne 5 2nDT 1 3na , ~9!

and

E 5
3

2
nT] T 5

2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

, ~10!

where Zi is the atomic number of the different ions.
The energy confinement scaling used in this work is
ITER90H-P~Ref. 23! because it allows the comparison
with previous linear controllers based on this scaling.
However, it will be clear from the synthesis procedure
that the results can be extended to newer scalings. This
scales with plasma parameters as

tE 5 f 0.082I 1.02R1.6B0.15Ai
0.5kx

20.19P20.475 kP20.47 ,

~11!

where the isotopic numberAi is 2.5 for the 50:50 DT
mixture, the ITER machine parameters are defined in
Table I, and the factor scalef depends on the confine-
ment mode. The isotopic number, factor scale, and ITER
machine parameters can be rewritten as a constantk be-
cause it is assumed that a magnetic controller is regulat-
ing these variables. The net plasma heating powerP is
defined as

P 5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!

3 !2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

1 Paux1 h j 2

5 alpha heating2 Prad 1 Paux1 Pohmic . ~12!

The net plasma heating power is compared with the L-H
transition power~threshold power! Pthr to determine the
value off. This threshold power can be written as24

Pthr 5 2.84M21B0.82ne
0.58R1.00a0.81 , ~13!

where the units are amu, T, 1020m23, and m. The con-
finement times for the different species are scaled with
the energy confinement timetE as

ta 5 ka tE , tDT 5 kDT tE . ~14!

We are interested in studying controller performance as
a ratio of the lag timetd to the energy confinement time

tE. For this reason and the fact that this lag time could be
sizable, of the order of the confinement time, we also
scale it with the energy confinement timetE as td 5
kdtE. We address the most difficult case by assumingtd

as a function of the states, even though the lag time,
being mainly an actuator parameter, should not depend
on the internal states. For simulation purposes we use
kd 5 1 which represents an appreciable lag in the actua-
tion. However, the controller succeeds in dealing with
this lag.

II.B. Control Objective

The possible operating points of the reactor are given
by the equilibria of the dynamic equations. The density
state variablesSna, SnDT, Snn, energy state variableOE and
inputs OPaux, NS at the equilibrium, are calculated as solu-
tions of the nonlinear algebraic equations obtained by
setting the left sides in Eqs.~1! through~4! to zero when
two of the plasma parameters such asT andb, for exam-
ple, are chosen arbitrarily:

0 5 2
Sna

Sta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv& , ~15!

0 5 2
SnDT

StDT

2 2S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv& 1
Snn

Std

, ~16!

0 5 2
Snn

Std

1 NS , ~17!

and

0 5 2
OE

StE

1 OP , ~18!

where

OP 5 S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv&Qa 2 Ab~ SnDT 1 4 Sna!~ SnDT 1 2 Sna!

3 !2

3

OE

2 SnDT 1 3 Sna

1 OPaux1 Th j 2 .

Defining the deviations from the desired equilib-
rium values asIna 5 na 2 Sna, InDT 5 nDT 2 SnDT, Inn 5 nn 2
Snn, EE 5 E 2 OE, EPaux 5 Paux 2 OPaux, and DS5 S2 NS, we

write the dynamic equations for the deviations as

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

ta

1 S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
1

2
InDT SnDT^sv&

1 ua , ~19!
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d InDT

dt
5 2

InDT

tDT

2 2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 InDT SnDT^sv&

1
Inn

td

1 uDT , ~20!

d Inn

dt
5 ZS , ~21!

and

d EE

dt
5 2

EE

tE

2 F OEtE

2 FSnDT

2 D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 1 uGG ,

~22!

where

ua 5 2
Sna

ta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& , ~23!

uDT 5 2
SnDT

tDT

2 2S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
Snn

td

, ~24!

ZS5 2
Inn

td

1 DS2
Snn

td

1 NS5 2
nn

td

1 S , ~25!

and

u 5 Paux2 Prad 5 Paux2 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!

3 !2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

. ~26!

The control objective is to drive the initial perturba-
tions in Ina, InDT, Inn, and EE to zero using actuation through
Paux andS. All the states are assumed to be available for
feedback, either by measurement or by estimation.

II.C. Controller Design

We start by looking for a control which stabilizesEE.
We chooseu in order to reduce Eq.~22! to

d EE

dt
5 2KE

EE

tE

,

with KE . 0. This means, after replacingu by its expres-
sion, that we choosePaux such that

2KE

EE

tE

5 2
EE

tE

2
OE

tE

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2

2 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!

3 !2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

1 Paux , ~27!

which in turn gives

Paux 5
OE

tE

2 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 h j 2

1 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!

3 !2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

1 ~12 KE !
EE

tE

. ~28!

The gainKE allows us to regulate the response rate ofEE.
This helps us to regulate the control force in order to
keep the modulation rate of the auxiliary power in MW0s
below the technological limits. Nevertheless the compu-
tation ofPaux from Eq.~28! is not direct becausetE is a
function ofPaux. In order to simplify the computation of
Paux we chooseKE 5 1, i.e., we chooseu such that

OE

tE

2 FSnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 1 uG 5 0 . ~29!

This means, after replacingu by its expression, that we
choosePaux such that

OE

tE

5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2

2 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!

3 !2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

1 Paux5 P . ~30!

From the equilibrium Eq.~18! for the energy and the
correlation between the energy confinement scalingtE

and the powerP given by Eq.~11!, we realize that the
solution for Eq.~30! is P 5 OP. Therefore, the control
strategy will be to adjustPaux to makeP constant and
equal to OP satisfying Eq.~30! and reducing Eq.~22! to

d EE

dt
5 2

EE

tE

.
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The subsystemEE is exponential stable sincetE . 0. The
controller that implements Eq.~30! is synthesized as

Paux 5 OP 2 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 h j 2

1 Ab~nDT 1 4na!~nDT 1 2na!!2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na

.

~31!

In practice, there are limitations on the power supply
system that constrain the rate at which the auxiliary power
can be varied. This condition can be written

* dPaux

dt * , Raux , ~32!

whereRaux is the maximum auxiliary power ramp rate. It
is thought thatRaux ; 10–20 MW0s may be achievable
for ITER ~Ref. 6!.

After stabilizing EE usingPaux as controller, we must
focus in Eqs.~19! and~20! to achieve stability forInDT and
Ina. This controller not only stabilizesEE but also makes

P 5 OP. Then we havetE 5 StE, ta 5 Sta, tDT 5 StDT, and
td 5 Std. The equations for the subsystem~ InDT, Inn! can be
rewritten as

d InDT

dt
5 2

InDT

StDT

2 2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 InDT SnDT^sv&

1
Inn

Std

1 uDT
* ~33!

and

d Inn

dt
5 S* , ~34!

where

uDT
* 5 2

SnDT

StDT

2 2S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
Snn

Std

~35!

and

S* 5 2
nn

Std

1 S . ~36!

A nonlinear backstepping technique is used for the sta-
bilization of the~ InDT, Inn! subsystem. With this purpose
we take Inn as the virtual controlw,

d InDT

dt
5 2F 1

StDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT 2 2S InDT

2 D2

^sv&

1 uDT
* 1

w

Std

.

Since@10 StDT 1 SnDT^sv&# is positive, we exponentially
stabilize InDT taking

w 5 a~na , nDT , E! 5 StdF2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 uDT
* G , ~37!

reducing in this way Eq.~33! to:

d InDT

dt
5 2F 1

StDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT .

Defining nowz5 Inn 2 a ? Inn 5 z1 a, we can write

_z 5 _Inn 2 _a 5 S* 2 _a ~38!

where ~ _ ! 5 ~d0dt!~ !. Taking the Lyapunov function
~see the Appendix and Ref. 25! candidateV5 ~ InDT

2 02! 1
~z202!, from Eqs.~33! and~38! and taking into account
our definition~37! for a we can compute

V̂ 5 InDT _InDT 1 z _z

5 InDTF2S 1

StDT

1 SnDT^sv&D InDT 2 2S InDT

2 D2

^sv&

1 uDT
* 1

a 1 z

Std
G1 z@S* 2 _a#

5 2F 1

StDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT
2 1 zFS* 2 _a 1

InDT

Std
G .

Taking

S* 5 2KSz1 _a 2
InDT

Std

5 2KS~ Inn 2 a! 1 _a 2
InDT

Std

S5 2KS~ Inn 2 a! 1 _a 2
InDT

Std

1
nn

Std

, ~39!

with KS . 0, we have

V̂ 5 2F 1

StDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT
2 2 KSz2 , 0 ,

and we achieve exponential stability for the subsystem
~ InDT, Inn!.

Rewriting the equation fora, taking into account the
expression foruDT

* from Eq.~35!, as

a~na , nDT , E! 5 StdF2S InDT

2 D2

^sv& 1
SnDT

StDT

1 2S SnDT

2 D2

^sv& 2
Snn

Std
G ,
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we can compute

_a 5 StdF^sv& InDT _InDT 1 2S InDT

2
D2

^ _sv&

1 2S SnDT

2
D2

^ _sv&G , ~40!

where

^ _sv& 5
d^sv&

dT
T̂

5
d^sv&

dT F ]T

]E
Ê 1

]T

]nDT

_nDT 1
]T

]na

_naG , ~41!

and we compute

d^sv&

dT
5 ^sv&

3 S2a1 r

T r11
1 a3 1 2a4T 1 3a5T 2 1 4a6T 3D ,

from Eq.~7! and

]T

]E
5

2

3

1

2nDT 1 3na

,
]T

]nDT

5 2
4

3

E

~2nDT 1 3na!2
,

]T

]na

5 22
E

~2nDT 1 3na!2

from Eq.~10!. The expressions for_na, _nDT, andÊ can be
obtained from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4! respectively.

In order to finish our stability analysis we rewrite
here the equation forIna taking into account the fact that
ta 5 Sta,

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

Sta

1 S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
1

2
InDT SnDT^sv& 1 ua

*

ua
* 5 2

Sna

Sta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& .

We note that Ina is ISS~input-state stable! ~see Ref. 25,
section 5.3! with respect to InDT andua

*. This means that
the state Ina will be bounded if the inputsInDT andua

* are
bounded. SinceInDT is bounded~because it is exponen-
tially stable! andua

* is bounded~because EE is exponen-
tially stable and̂ sv& is a bounded function!, Ina will be
bounded for all time. In addition, onceE converges to OE
~ EE r 0! andnDT converges toSnDT ~ InDT r 0! this equa-
tion reduces to

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

Sta

1 ua
* . ~42!

Recalling Eq.~15!, we take into consideration that

2
Sna

Sta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv&5 0 .

In addition the function̂ sv& is a function ofT 5 2
3
_@ OE0

~2 SnDT 1 3na!# and has a positive derivative in the region
of interest. This means that for a positive deviationIna,
na increases,T decreases,̂sv& decreases, andua

* be-
comes negative. On the other hand, for a negative devi-
ation Ina, na decreases,T increases,̂sv& increases and
ua
* becomes positive. Consequentlyua

* has the same sign
as 2~ Ina0 Sta! and vanishes whenIna vanishes~^sv& 5
^ Usv&!. This allows us to conclude exponential stability
for Ina.

We have shown that the control laws~31! and ~39!
stabilize the system exponentially. However this is true
as long as condition~30! can be satisfied withPaux . 0.
As the plasma heats up due to a positive perturbation in
the initial temperature, the auxiliary power is reduced by
the controller. Since the maximum reduction is complete
shutoff of the auxiliary power, there is a maximum size
of thermal excursions for which the control system is
effective. This maximum depends on the value ofOPaux.
Hence, we have a trade-off between the size of the max-
imum positive perturbation in the initial temperature that
can be rejected by the controller andQ at the working
point. The controlled injection of impurities will help to
overcome this limitation.

II.D. Simulation Results

In this section we show, through a simulation study,
the performance of the controller stabilizing the equilib-
rium point characterized by those values given in Table II.
For all the simulations presented here, the controller gains
KS5 0.1 andKE 5 1, a maximum auxiliary power ramp
rate Raux 5 10 MW0s ~worst case!, and a scale factor
f 5 f H 5 0.85 for the energy confinement time~11! have
been used. WhenP , Pthr we adoptf 5 f L 5 f H02.

Figure 2 confirms that this controller can, without
any saturation, reject positive perturbations of up to 10%

TABLE II

ITER Equilibrium Point 1—Subignition Point

PT Temperature 6 keV
Sne Electron density 1.493 1020 m23

Nfa Alpha fraction 3.69%
Nb Beta 3%
Sna Alpha density 5.493 1018 m23

SnDT DT density 1.383 1020 m23

OE Energy 4.213 105 J{m23

OPaux Auxiliary power 1.843 104 W{m23

NS Fuel rate 6.983 1018 m23{s21
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in the initial condition of the plasma temperatureT. Bro-
mberg, Fisher, and Cohn showed in Ref. 8, using linear
analysis, that for given power multiplicationQ and ion
temperature, there is a limited range of perturbations in
the initial condition ofT where the control system based
only on the auxiliary power modulation is effective. They
estimated thatQ should be less than 17 for stabilizing a
10% perturbation in plasma temperature for a reactor
operating at a central ion temperature of 15 keV. How-
ever, it is also stated in their work that when the reactor
operates at lower temperatures, the maximum value ofQ
allowed for stabilizing the same size of perturbation is
dramatically reduced. In this case we are working at an
equilibrium point characterized byQ 5 17.63 and a low
temperatureT5 6 keV and the controller designed is still
able to reject 17.5% perturbations in the plasma temper-
ature. Although OPaux is big enough to ensureP to be
constant, this is not achieved perfectly due to the limit in
the rate of change of the auxiliary powerPaux. However
this is the only effect ofRaux and no loss of stabilization
capability is found through extensive simulation study.
If Raux were higher, we would haveP 5 OP for all time
which is the characteristic of this controller. Precisely
for this characteristic it is very hard to see the net plasma
powerP drop below the threshold powerPthr .

Figure 3 shows us that the control of negative per-
turbations in the initial condition ofT is only limited by
the capability of the auxiliary power. Assuming there is

no saturation of the actuator, the controller is capable of
rejecting a250% perturbation in plasma temperature.
The effect of the maximum auxiliary power ramp rate
can be appreciated in the evolution of the auxiliary power
Paux. Nevertheless, the controller is still able to stabilize
the system.

III. IGNITION OPERATION

III.A. Model

In order to stabilize the fusion reactor working at an
ignition point or to reject large perturbations in the ini-
tial conditions when working at a subignition point, we
are going to allow the presence of impurities. Although
the title of the section makes direct reference to ignition
operation points, the approach and results are also valid
for those subignition operation points that cannot be sta-
bilized only by the modulation of auxiliary power. The
model is modified here modeling the power losses due to
the line and recombination radiations in addition to the
bremsstrahlung radiation. In this way we are not re-
stricted to work only with lowZ impurities.

Consequently, the zero-dimensional model given by
Eqs. ~1! through ~4! is now modified and enlarged to
adopt the following form:

Fig. 2. With control, under initial perturbation of 10% inT, 20% in fa 5 na0ne and 0% inn, the system returns to the desired
equilibrium ~KS 5 0.1,KE 5 1!. OPaux is big enough to ensureP to be constant.
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dna

dt
5 2

na

ta

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv& , ~43!

dnDT

dt
5 2

nDT

tDT

2 2SnDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
nn

td

, ~44!

dnn

dt
5 2

nn

td

1 S , ~45!

dnI

dt
5 2

nI

tI

1 SI , ~46!

and

dE

dt
5 2

E

tE

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 Prad

1 Paux1 Pohmic , ~47!

where

nI 5 impurity density

tI 5 confinement time for the impurity
particles

SI ~input! 5 impurity injection rate.

The radiation lossPrad can be written as

Prad 5 Prad
DT 1 Prad

a 1 Prad
I

5 @cDT~T !nDT 1 ca~T !na 1 cI ~T !nI #ne , ~48!

where the radiation due to the DT particles is bremsstrah-
lung radiationcDT 5 cbrem 5 Ab!T and the radiation
losses due to the alpha and impurity particles are com-
puted according to the law

cZ~T ! 5 cZ
Post~T ! 5 10

(
i50

5

Ai
Z$ log@T~keV!#%

, ~49!

whereZ is the type of ion and the constant parametersAi

can be found in Ref. 26.
The neutrality condition can be stated now asne 5

nDT 1 2na 1 ZI nI , whereZI is the atomic number of the
impurities, whereas the total density and the energy are
written as

n 5 na 1 nDT 1 ne 1 nI 5 2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI

~50!

and

E 5
3

2
nT] T 5

2

3

E

2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI

. ~51!

Fig. 3. With control, under initial perturbation of250% inT, 285% in fa 5 na0ne and 0% inn, the system returns to the desired
equilibrium ~KS 5 0.1, KE 5 1!. In this case, the size of the negative perturbation in the initial condition that can be
rejected depends mainly on the availablePaux.
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The net plasma heating powerP is written now as

P 5 ~alpha heating! 2 Prad 1 Paux1 Pohmic

5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 @cDT nDT 1 ca na 1 cI nI #ne

1 Paux1 h j 2 . ~52!

The impurity line radiation is highly localized near the
low temperature plasma edge, typicallyr . 0.8 2 0.9
depending onZ and the edge temperature. During the
ITER EDA studies27 this effect was taken into account
for the computation of the energy confinement time. The
simple way to handle this issue is to consider only the
bremsstrahlung contribution from the injected impuri-
ties when computing the net plasma heating power used
in the calculation of the confinement time scaling. We
use the same scaling

tE 5 kPt
20.47 , ~53!

but we consider a modified net plasma heating powerPt

defined as

Pt 5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 2 @cDT nDT 1 ca na 1 cI
bremnI #ne

1 Paux1 h j 2 , ~54!

wherecI
brem5 cbrem5 Ab!T . The confinement time for

the impurities are also scaled with the energy confine-
ment timetE as

tI 5 kI tE . ~55!

III.B. Control Objective

The possible operating points of the reactor are given
again by the equilibria of the dynamic equations. How-
ever, in this case we look for those operating points where
NSI 5 0 because we are interested in equilibrium points

free of impurities. The density state variablesSna, SnDT,
Snn, and SnI , energy state variableOE and inputs NS, OPaux at

the equilibrium, are calculated as solutions of the non-
linear algebraic equations obtained by setting the left
sides in Eqs.~43! through ~47! to zero when two of
the plasma parameters such asT andb, for example, or
OPaux 5 0 andT or b if we are interested in an ignition

equilibrium point, are chosen arbitrarily:

0 5 2
Sna

Sta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv& , ~56!

0 5 2
SnDT

StDT

2 2S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv& 1
Snn

Std

, ~57!

0 5 2
Snn

Std

1 NS , ~58!

0 5 2
SnI

StI

, ~59!

and

0 5 2
OE

StE

1 OP , ~60!

where

OP 5 OPt 5 S SnDT

2
D2

^ Usv&Qa 2 @ OcDT SnDT 1 Oca Sna# Sne

1 OPaux1 Th j 2 . ~61!

Taking into account that NSI 5 0 and SnI 5 0 from
Eq. ~59!, we define the deviations from the desired equi-
librium values as Ina 5 na 2 Sna, InDT 5 nDT 2 SnDT, Inn 5
nn 2 Snn, InI 5 nI 2 SnI 5 nI . 0, EE 5 E 2 OE, EPaux5 Paux2
OPaux, DS5 S2 NS, and DSI 5 SI 2 NSI 5 SI . 0, and we write

the dynamic equations for the deviations as

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

ta

1 S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
1

2
InDT SnDT^sv& 1 ua ,

~62!

d InDT

dt
5 2

InDT

tDT

2 2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 InDT SnDT^sv&

1
Inn

td

1 uDT , ~63!

d Inn

dt
5 S* , ~64!

d InI

dt
5 2

InI

tI

1 SI , ~65!

and

d EE

dt
5 2

EE

tE

2 F OEtE

2 FSnDT

2 D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 1 uGG ,

~66!

where

ua 5 2
Sna

ta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& ~67!

uDT 5 2
SnDT

tDT

2 2S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
Snn

td

~68!

S* 5 2
Inn

td

1 DS2
Snn

td

1 NS5 2
nn

td

1 S ~69!

u 5 Paux2 Prad .
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The control objective is to drive the initial pertur-
bations in Ina, InDT, Inn, InI , and EE to zero using actuation
throughPaux 5 OPaux 1 EPaux, S5 NS1 DS, andSI 5 DSI . 0.
It is important to note that in the ignition case we have
EPaux . 0 as a constraint; we do not have anymore the

possibility of modulatingPaux in both the positive and
negative sense as we did in the subignition case. How-
ever, the additional actuatorSI 5 DSI . 0, although con-
strained in sign by itself, will help us to overcome the
constraint inPaux. Therefore, the controlled injection of
impurities allows us not only to work at an ignition
point but also to reject those perturbations in initial
conditions that the modulation of the auxiliary power
can not reject when working at a subignition point.

III.C. Controller Design

We start by looking for a control which stabilizesEE.
In order to simplify the design, we chooseu such that

OE

tE

2 FSnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 1 uG 5 0 , ~70!

which implies a choice ofKE 5 1. However, as it was
discussed for the subignition case, we can chooseKE Þ 1
in order to regulate the response rate ofEE. This condition
means, after replacingu by its expression, that we choose
Paux andPrad ~nI ! such that

OE

tE

5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 2 Prad 1 Paux5 P .

~71!

For the subignition case, the choice ofKE 5 1 helped us
to avoid the computation of the solution of a nonlinear
implicit equation forPaux. However, this is not valid any-
more. Although we still know from the equilibrium
Eq. ~60! that 05 2~ OE0 StE! 1 OP, P 5 OP is no longer a
solution of Eq.~71! because in the ignition case the con-
finement time is scaled withPt and not withP. There-
fore, makingP 5 OP does not makePt 5 OP. On the other
hand, now it is not always possible to fulfill condition
~71! modulating the auxiliary powerPaux. In some cases
we will need to find the amount of impurities that satis-
fies that condition and this implies the computation of
the solution of a nonlinear implicit equation fornI .

Nevertheless, although more complex, we can still
find a solution for Eq.~71! and reduce Eq.~65! to

d EE

dt
5 2

EE

tE

,

and in this way make the subsystemEE exponential stable
since tE . 0. The controller that implements~71! is
synthesized now in two steps:

First step:We computePauxas a solution of Eq.~71!.
If Paux$ 0 then we keep this value forPaux and letSI 5 0.
If Paux , 0 then we takePaux 5 0 and go to the second
step,

Second step:We look for the leastnI 5 nI
* . 0 such

that

2
OE

tE

1 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2

5 @cDT nDT 1 ca na 1 cI nI # ~nDT 1 2na 1 ZI nI ! .

~72!

Defining

[nI 5 InI 2 nI
*

f ~ [nI , EE, Ina , InDT !

5 2F OEtE

2 FSnDT

2 D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 2 PradGG
SI 5

nI
*

tI

1 SI
* ,

we can rewrite Eqs.~65! and~66! as

d [nI

dt
5 2

[nI

tI

1 SI
* ~73!

and

d EE

dt
5 2

EE

tE

1 f ~ [nI , EE, Ina , InDT ! ,

f ~0, EE, Ina , InDT ! 5 0 . ~74!

We takeV 5 ~ [nI
2 1 EE2!02 as the Lyapunov function

candidate, writef 5 [nI f, wheref is a continuous func-
tion becausef ~0, EE, Ina, InDT! 5 0, and compute

V̂ 5 2
[nI
2

tI

2
EE2

tE

1 [nI @SI
*1 EEf~ [nI , EE!# . ~75!

We take

SI
* 5 2 EEf~ [nI , EE! 2 KI [nI , KI $ 0

SI 5
nI
*

tI

2 EEf~ [nI , EE! 2 KI [nI , ~76!

which givesV̂ 5 2@~10tI ! 1 KI # [nI
2 2 ~ EE20tE! , 0 and

achieves exponential stability.
One goal of the controller synthesis process is to

keep the design as simple as possible. To achieve this
goal, first we define an energy confinement time of
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designtE
design5 kP20.47. Therefore, instead of solving

Eq. ~71! we solve

OE

tE
design

5 SnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 2 Prad 1 Paux5 P .

~77!

Remembering the equilibrium equation~60! for the
energy, 05 2~ OE0 StE! 1 OP, we can conclude that the
solution for Eq.~77! is P 5 OP. Therefore, the control
strategy will be to adjustPaux andnI to makeP constant
and equal to OP. Results of the simulation study made a
posteriori, where the controller synthesized using the ap-
proximate scalingtE 5 tE

design5 kP20.47 is tested with
the real system wheretE 5 kPt

20.47, show that the con-
troller design is robust to this approximation. On the
other hand, as the controller is keepingP constant and
equal to OP, there is no risk for any boost intE

design.
The first step of the design can be restated. We eas-

ily computePaux as

Paux 5 OP 2 FSnDT

2
D2

^sv&Qa 1 h j 2 2 PradG . ~78!

If Paux$ 0 then we keep this value forPaux and letSI 5 0.
If Paux , 0 then we takePaux5 0 and find the value ofnI

that solves Eq.~78! which constitutes the hard part of
the second step. In order to simplify the computation of
this solution we need to find an expression for the radi-
ation losses, that can be used for the design of our con-
troller, simpler than the one given by Post et al. in Ref. 26
and stated in Eq.~49!. Stacey proposes in Ref. 28 a sim-
pler law of the form

cZ~T ! 5 cZ
Stacey~T ! 5 AbT 102 1 Al T2102 1 Ar T2302 ,

~79!

whereAb 5 4.85310237 Wm30!keV is the bremsstrah-
lung radiation coefficient,Al 51.8310238 Wm30!keV
is the line radiation coefficient andAr 5 4.1 3 10240

Wm30!keV is the recombination radiation coefficient.
Although this law is a rather rough approximation for
some values ofZ, it allows the reduction of Eq.~78!,
with Paux5 0, to a polynomial equation innI , making the
search fornI

* almost trivial. With the aim of having the
simplicity of ~79! without losing the accuracy of~49! we
search for a law of the form

cZ
aprox~T ! 5 kb AbT 102 1 kl Al T2102 1 kr Ar T2302 ,

~80!

where the constantskb, kl andkr are adjusted such that
cZ

aprox~T ! , cZ
Post~T ! for all T. Figure 4 illustrates the

idea for ZI 5 10 ~neon!. The fact thatcZ
aprox~T ! ,

cZ
Post~T ! guarantees that the approximatenI

* is always
higher than the realnI

* and there is no risk of losing
stability by not injecting enough impurities. As conclu-

sion, no matter how complex the law for the radiation
losses may be, there will always be a simple approxi-
mation of the radiation loss law that is good enough for
control purposes.

If the reactor operates at a subignition point and the
potential perturbations in initial conditions are such that
they can be rejected only by the modulation of the aux-
iliary power Paux according to the control law~78!, we
are in the case where impurities are not needed and
SI 5 0. In this case,P is always equal to OP, Eq. ~71! is
always satisfied and consequentlytE 5 StE, ta 5 Sta,
tDT 5 StDT and tI 5 StI . If the reactor operates at an
ignition point and suffers perturbations in initial condi-
tions leading to thermal excursions, or even if it works
at a subignition point but these perturbations in initial
conditions are too big to be rejected only by the modu-
lation of the auxiliary power, the injection of impurities
is necessary. In this case the controller cannot ensure
P 5 OP for all time sincenI has its own dynamics given
by Eq. ~65!. However, it must be remarked that this
transient untilP becomes OP can be arbitrarily reduced
by a proper increase of the gainKI if enough control
energy forSI is available. Moreover, and more impor-
tant, no matter what the length of the transient, the
controller always guarantees the convergence ofnI to
nI
* and consequently the convergence ofP to OP, the

satisfaction of Eq.~71! and the exponential stability of
EE. The selection of the gainKI is always a compromise

between the length of the transient and the amount of
auxiliary power the reactor needs after the injection of
the impurities. This selection is also a function of the
atomic numberZI , the type of impurity.

We note from Eq.~65! that InI is ISS ~input-state
stable! with respect toSI . This ensures thatInI will be
bounded as long asSI is bounded, and it will be expo-
nentially stable onceSI becomes zero.

Fig. 4. Approximation of the law for radiation losses.
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After stabilizing EE usingPaux andSI as controllers,
we must focus in Eqs.~62! and~63! to achieve stability
for InDT and Ina. We apply a backstepping procedure to
achieve stability of InDT. Toward this goal, we start tak-
ing Inn as the virtual controlw,

d InDT

dt
5 2

InDT

tDT

2 2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 InDT SnDT^sv&

1 uDT 1
w

td

.

Since@~10tDT! 1 SnDT^sv&# is positive, we exponentially
stabilize InDT taking

w 5 a~na , nDT , E! 5 tdF2S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 2 uDTG ,

~81!

reducing in this way Eq.~63! to:

d InDT

dt
5 2F 1

tDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT .

Defining nowz5 Inn 2 a ? Inn 5 z1 a, we can write

_z 5 _Inn 2 _a 5 S* 2 _a . ~82!

Taking the Lyapunov function candidateV 5 ~ InDT
2 02! 1

~z202!, from Eqs.~63! and~82! and taking into account
our definition~81! for a we can compute

V̂ 5 InDT _InDT 1 z _z

5 InDTF2S 1

tDT

1 SnDT^sv&D InDT 2 2S InDT

2 D2

^sv&

1 uDT 1
a 1 z

td
G1 z@S* 2 _a#

5 2F 1

tDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT
2 1 zFS* 2 _a 1

InDT

td
G .

Taking

S* 5 2KSz1 _a 2
InDT

td

5 2KS~ Inn 2 a! 1 _a 2
InDT

td

and

S5 2KS~ Inn 2 a! 1 _a 2
InDT

td

1
nn

td

, ~83!

with KS . 0, we have

V̂ 5 2F 1

tDT

1 SnDT^sv&G InDT
2 2 KSz2 , 0 ,

and we achieve exponential stability for the subsystem
~ InDT, Inn!.

ReplacinguDT by its expression given by Eq.~68!,
we rewrite the Eq.~81! for a as

a~na , nDT , E! 5 tdF2S InDT

2 D2

^sv& 1
SnDT

tDT

1 2S SnDT

2 D2

^sv& 2
Snn

td
G ,

we can compute

_a 5 _tdF2S InDT

2 D2

^sv& 1
SnDT

tDT

1 2S SnDT

2 D2

^sv&G
1 tdF^sv& InDT _InDT 1 2S InDT

2 D2

^ _sv& 2
SnDT

tDT
2
_tDT

1 2S SnDT

2
D2

^ _sv&G , ~84!

where

^ _sv& 5
d^sv&

dT
T̂

5
d^sv&

dT F ]T

]E
Ê 1

]T

]nDT

_nDT 1
]T

]na

_na 1
]T

]nI

_nIG ,

~85!

and we compute

d^sv&

dT
5 ^sv&

3 S2a1 r

T r11
1 a3 1 2a4T 1 3a5T 2 1 4a6T 3D
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from ~7! and

]T

]E
5

2

3

1

2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI

]T

]nDT

5 2
4

3

E

~2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI !
2

]T

]na

5 22
E

~2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI !
2

]T

]nI

5 2
2~ZI 1 1!

3

E

~2nDT 1 3na 1 ~ZI 1 1!nI !
2

from ~51! and

_ti 5 ki _tE

5 ki k~20.47!P21.47P̂

from ~11!.
We finally computeP̂ from ~52! in terms of _na, _nDT,

_nI andÊ whose values can be obtained from~62!, ~63!,
~65!, and~66!, respectively.

In order to finish our stability analysis we rewrite
here the equation forIna

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

ta

1 S InDT

2
D2

^sv& 1
1

2
InDT SnDT^sv& 1 ua

ua 5 2
Sna

ta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& .

We note that Ina is ISS~input-state stable! with respect to
InDT andua. Therefore, sinceInDT is bounded~because it

is exponentially stable!, andua is bounded~because EE is
exponentially stable and̂sv& is a bounded function!, Ina

will be bounded for all time. In addition, onceE con-
verges to OE ~ EE r 0!, nDT converges to SnDT ~ InDT r 0!,
andnI converges toSnI 5 0 this equation reduces to

d Ina

dt
5 2

Ina

Sta

1 ua
* ,

ua
* 5 2

Sna

Sta

1 S SnDT

2
D2

^sv& . ~86!

Repeating the arguments presented for the subignition
case we note thatua

* has the same sign as2~ Ina0 Sta! and
vanishes whenIna vanishes~^sv& 5 ^ Usv&!. This allows
us to conclude exponential stability forIna.

III.D. Simulation Results

In this section the performance of the controller sta-
bilizing the equilibrium point characterized by those val-
ues given in Table III is studied through computer
simulations. For all the simulations presented here, the

controller gainsKS 5 0.1 andKE 5 1, a maximum aux-
iliary power ramp rateRaux5 20 MW0s and a scale fac-
tor f 5 f H 5 0.85 for the energy confinement time~11!
have been used. WhenP , Pthr we adoptf 5 f L 5 f H02.
It should be noted that our controller can be independent
of kI choosing a sufficiently high value forKI . Conse-
quently it tolerates any size of uncertainty in this param-
eter. Therefore the choice ofkI 5 10 can be considered
completely arbitrary and with the only purpose of the
simulation.

Since we have introduced in our model the losses
due to line and recombination radiations, in addition to
bremsstrahlung radiation, we are not restricted to the use
of low Z impurities. It can be noted that for lowZ impu-
rities, the losses are mainly due to the bremsstrahlung
radiation for a fusion reactor temperature. However, asZ
increases the contributions of the line and recombination
radiations become more and more important.

The controller designed shows capability of reject-
ing different types of large perturbations in initial con-
ditions. Figure 5 shows a tested domain of stability for

TABLE III

ITER Equilibrium Point 2—Ignition Point

PT Temperature 7.5 keV
Sne Electron density 1.203 1020 m23

Nfa Alpha fraction 5.53%
Nb Beta 3%
Sna Alpha density 6.643 1018 m23

SnDT DT density 1.073 1020 m23

OE Energy 4.213 105 J{m23

OPaux Auxiliary power 0 W{m23

NS Fuel rate 5.523 1018 m23{s21
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Fig. 5. Stability domain comparison.
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the nonlinear controller. This study is carried out gener-
ating initial perturbations around the equilibrium 2 forT
andne and keeping the alpha-particle fractionfa :5 na0ne

equal to that of the equilibrium. The figure compares its
performance with other two controllers synthesized by
linear pole placement12 and linear robust13 techniques,
for a linearization point very close to the equilibrium
point 2, which use mainly the same dynamical model
presented here but considering only the fueling rate as
actuator. While the boundaries shown for the linear con-
trollers are absolute, for the nonlinear controller they
only indicate the limits within which we performed our
tests. Tests exceeding the Troyonb limit are not shown.
However if the MHD stability conditions were not vio-
lated, the controller would reject also initial perturba-
tions in this area. This is also the case for the density
limit. Although the density limit is not shown in the fig-
ure, it can be appreciated that some of the perturbations
in initial conditions that are rejected by the controller
may exceed this limit. On the other hand, some of these
perturbations in initial conditions may also exceed those
stability boundaries that depend on profile effects. The
goal of this controller is the stabilization of the burn
condition, not the control of disruptions, and we propose
arbitrary perturbations in the initial conditions to show
through simulations that the controller is achieving its
goal. We are aware that the proposed perturbations in the
initial conditions for simulation purposes can lead to dis-
ruptions for which the controller is not prepared to deal
with.

The robustness of our controller was also studied
against those of the linear controllers. Figure 6a shows
the regions of stability against uncertainty in the param-
eterka whose nominal value is equal to 7 when the sys-
tem suffers perturbations in the initial temperature. Again,
the region shown for the nonlinear controller is not a

limit. With the sole objective to show its performance
we tested it against uncertainties up to 400% and pertur-
bations for initialT between290% and 100%.

The robustness of the controller against uncertain-
ties of the parameterkd also has to be studied. Figure 6b
shows the regions of stability against uncertainty in the
parameterkd whose nominal value is equal to 1 when the
system suffers perturbations in the initial temperature.
Again, the region shown for the nonlinear controller is
not a limit. With the sole objective to show its perfor-
mance we tested it against uncertainties up to 400% and
perturbations for initialT between290% and 100%.
The figure compares the robustness of the nonlinear con-
troller with other controller synthesized by linear robust
techniques14 for a linearization point very close to the
equilibrium point considered here. However, we have to
mention a difference between both controllers; while the
nonlinear controller was synthesized here for a nominal
value of 1, the robust linear controller was synthesized
for the nominal no-lag case.

Figure 7 shows the response of the system against a
50% perturbation in the temperature initial condition.
We can note how the introduction of the controlled im-
purity injection as actuator allows us to deal success-
fully with a much larger set of positive perturbations in
T. The constraint given byRaux does not represent any
risk of loss of stability. However, asRaux reaches its
lower value of 10 MW0s the system gets closer to show
a transition to the L mode for recovering later. This
happens after the injection of impurities becausePaux is
not fast enough to keepP 5 OP. From the figure show-
ing the injection of impurities during the first seconds
of the simulation, we can note thatSI is turned off
beforenI reachesnI

*. This is the only effect of calculat-
ing nI

* usingcZ
aprox since thenI

* computed is higher than
the real one.

Fig. 6. Robustness against uncertainty inka andkd.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This new approach to the problem of burn control
allows us to deal with perturbations in initial conditions
that were unmanageable until now. The information taken
into account by the controller when it is synthesized using
the full nonlinear model makes it capable of dealing with
a larger set of perturbations in initial conditions. On the
other hand, the multi-input nature of the controller al-
lows it to reject large perturbations in initial conditions
leading to both thermal excursion and quenching. In ad-
dition, the effectiveness of the controller does not de-
pend on whether the operating point is an ignition or a
subignition point.

Since the nonlinear controller depends parametri-
cally on the equilibrium point, it can drive the system
from one equilibrium point to another allowing in this
way the change of power, other plasma parameters, and
ignition conditions. No scheduled controllers are neces-
sary and the same control law is valid for every equilib-
rium point.

A Lyapunov based controller guarantees us that the
state trajectory of the system does not escape outside the
initial domain of attraction. This fact is very important
when we try to avoid disruptive instabilities in the plasma.
If the domain of attraction defined by a level surface of
the Lyapunov function that contains the initial perturba-
tion does not contain any disruptive instability point, the

controller guarantees us that no possible disruptive in-
stability point can be reached during the evolution of the
system towards its equilibrium.

It must be noted that this approach can be extended
to the use of any other energy confinement time scaling
~11! based on the net heating power. Therefore, the con-
troller designed can be used in other fusion reactors whose
energy confinement time scaling is proportional to some
power of the net heating power and is not restricted to
the ITER scaling used in this work. On the other hand,
this approach can also be easily extended to newer ITER
scalings. We also point out that in this work we have
used empirically derived expressions for the energy
confinement time. The experiments used to obtain this
empirical expression are usually performed under time-
stationary states. By definition, during a transient state,
such as occurs during a thermal excursion, the plasma
condition is evolving and thus it is not clear whether the
empirical energy confinement time can be safely ap-
plied. It is likely that for larger excursions away from
equilibrium~i.e., when~10 EE!~d EE0dt! . 10tE! the empir-
ical expression fortE may break down. In this case one
would need to find an alternate expression for energy
confinement, or perhaps utilize a one-dimensional model
to incorporate the evolution of plasma profiles that is
likely to occur during larger transients.

Through the use of nonlinear backstepping it was
possible to synthesize a controller which is independent

    
     
     

    

Fig. 7. With control, even under initial perturbation of 50% inT, the system returns to the desired equilibrium~ZI 510,KI 5 0.1,
KS 5 0.1,KE 5 1!.
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of the reactor fueling system allowing either pellet injec-
tion or gas puffing. The controller can deal with arbitrary
values ofkd. It must be mentioned that the control law
~83! for S is remarkably simplified when the controller
does not need to inject impurities in the reactor. In this
case the control law~78! for Paux ensuresP 5 OP and
consequentlytd 5 Std. Therefore, the expression for_a in
~84! adopts a much simpler form. In addition, the com-
bination of a singular perturbation and a passivity ap-
proach allows us to regulate, through the gainKI , the
compromise between the actuation force in control law
~76! for SI and the energy excursion.

Simulation results show good robustness properties
against uncertainties in the confinement times. The con-
trol laws~78!, ~76!, and~83! are functions ofkDT andkI .
However the dependence onkI in ~76! can be eliminated
choosingKI big enough and the dependence onkDT in
~83! can be avoided with a slight modification in the
design that is not presented in this work. The bounded-
ness of the system solutions is achieved for any kind and
size of perturbation in initial conditions regardless of the
size and nature of the uncertainty. The controller is al-
ways robust against uncertainties inkI ~whenKI is big
enough!, is always able to driveE r OE regardless of the
uncertainty type and, in addition, is able to drivenDT r
SnDT when there is no uncertainty inkDT. In order to drive

the system to the equilibrium point corresponding to the
actual values of the confinement times, and to avoid
spending control effort on handling the uncertainties in
an unstructured~non-parametric! manner, a nonlinear
adaptive control law should be synthesized.

Besides the uncertainties in the confinement time
constants, the model can also present structural uncer-
tainties. In addition to the variation of the energy con-
finement time during the transients already mentioned
above, we should add the variation of some parameters
like the reactivity rate with the kinetic profiles. In order
to apply the proposed control scheme in a real plasma
the sensitivity of the stability on the model and mea-
surement uncertainties must be studied. There are sys-
tematic control techniques to deal with these uncertainties
that can complement the present design. As a major
research topic in its own right, this issue does not lie
within the scope of this paper and will be part of future
work.

One possible extension of this work involves devel-
oping a one-dimensional dynamic model. In this way we
would not only achieve results for a plant that is closer to
reality but also gain expertise that could be directly ap-
plicable to other problems in control of nuclear fusion.
Problems like the transport control, the improvement of
the energy confinement time and MHD stability, among
others, require control of not only the values of the den-
sity, temperature, and current, but also of their profiles.
In order to tackle these problems, a nonlinear controller
should be synthesized for a model incorporating spatial
information.

APPENDIX

LYAPUNOV STABILITY BASICS

For the benefit of the reader, in this Appendix we
review the basics of Lyapunov stability theory which is
extensively used in this paper. Consider the system

_x 5 f ~x,u! , ~A.1!

wherex ~state variable! andu ~control input! are vector-
valued functions of time. We are interested in finding a
feedback control law

u 5 k~x! , ~A.2!

to achieve some desired property, for example, stability.
A point x 5 xe such that

f ~xe, k~xe!! 5 0

is called an equilibrium.
An equilibriumx5 xe of ~A.1! and~A.2! is globally

asymptotically stable if there exists a continuously dif-
ferentiable functionV~x! such that

V~x! . 0 for all x Þ 0 and V~0! 5 0

V~x! r ` as6x6r `

V̂ 5
dV

dx
f ~x, k~x!! , 0 for all x Þ 0 .

For example, if we can find a quadraticV 5 xTPx with
V̂ 5 2xTQx, P,Q . 0, all the stability conditions are
satisfied.

The problem of finding a Lyapunov functionV~x!,
even for a system we already know is stable, is very dif-
ficult in general. It is even more difficult when we have to
find V~x! and the feedback lawk~x! simultaneously.

While for linear systems other~eigenvalue-type! sta-
bility tests exist, like, for example, Routh-Hurwitz, for
nonlinear systems some form of Lyapunov analysis is
the only tool available. See Ref. 25 for a complete ap-
proach to the Lyapunov stability theory.
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